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Abstract. The Steiner tree problem asks for a shortest subgraph connecting a
given set of terminals in a graph. It is known to be APX-complete, which means
that no polynomial time approximation scheme can exist for this problem, un-
less P=NP. Currently, the best approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree prob-
lem has a performance ratio of +�, -�- , whereas the corresponding lower bound is
smaller than +�, .�+ . In this paper, we provide for several Steiner tree approxima-
tion algorithms lower bounds on their performance ratio that are much larger. For
two algorithms that solve the Steiner tree problem on quasi-bipartite instances,
we even prove lower bounds that match the upper bounds. Quasi-bipartite in-
stances are of special interest, as currently all known lower bound reductions for
the Steiner tree problem in graphs produce such instances.

1 Introduction

Given a graph /1032547698;: , a length function on its edges, and a set <>=?4 of terminals,
a Steiner tree is a connected subgraph of / spanning all vertices in < . The Steiner tree
problem in graphs is to find a shortest Steiner tree. This problem is a classical NP-hard
problem [10] and even worse it is also known to be APX-complete, i.e., there exists
some constant @BADC such that no polynomial time approximation algorithm for this
problem can have a performance ratio smaller than @ , unless P=NP. (The performance
ratio of an approximation algorithm is the largest ratio between the length of a solution
found by the algorithm and the optimal length.)

The Steiner tree problem appears in many different applications, as for example in
VLSI-design, in the design of telecommunication networks, and in the reconstruction of
phylogenetic trees in biology. Therefore it is an important task to find good approxima-
tion algorithms for this problem and, eventually, to prove that no better approximation
algorithms can be possible, unless P=NP.

Currently, the best approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree problem is due to
Robins and Zelikovsky [7] and has a performance ratio of CFEHGI7JLKNMPO C�QSR�R�T . On the
other hand, the largest known lower bound for the approximability of the Steiner tree
problem has a value not exceeding C�Q TUC [4, 12].

This large gap between lower and upper bounds suggests that there might be still
some room for improvements on both sides. There exist several approximation algo-
rithms for the Steiner tree problem in graphs that achieve a performance ratio less
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approximation algorithm
known up-
per bound

our lower
bound

general graphs Relative Greedy Algorithm 1.694 1.333

Loss Contracting Algorithm 1.550 1.200

quasi-bipartite graphs Iterated 1-Steiner Heuristic 1.500 1.500

Loss Contracting Algorithm 1.279 1.195

Greedy-MSS 1.21 V 1.21 V
Table 1. Summary of results

than W [6]. But for none of these algorithms it is known whether their analysis is tight.
Therefore it is not clear which of these algorithms actually achieves the best perfor-
mance ratio.

An instance of the Steiner tree problem is quasi-bipartite if the set 41XY< is inde-
pendent. Quasi-bipartite graphs are an important special case as the instances resulting
from lower bound reductions [4, 12] have this form. For these graphs there exist several
approximation algorithms for which better performance ratios have been proved than in
the general case.

In this paper, we provide for several Steiner tree approximation algorithms lower
bounds on their performance ratio. For two algorithms that solve the Steiner tree prob-
lem on quasi-bipartite instances, we even prove lower bounds that match the upper
bounds. Such lower bound results, even if they are not tight, allow to estimate the quality
of a given performance analysis and can provide ideas on how to improve it. Moreover,
these lower bounds give good examples of instances on which every Steiner tree ap-
proximation algorithm must perform well, and thus might yield to better approximation
algorithms for the Steiner tree problem.

All algorithms considered in this paper are based on a general greedy framework
which we describe in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we present lower bounds for two
approximation algorithms for the Steiner tree problem in general graphs. Lower bounds
for approximation algorithms for the quasi-bipartite case are given in Sections 4, 5
and 6. For two of these algorithms we even provide tight lower bounds. Our results are
summarized in Table 1.

2 Notations and a General Framework for Greedy Algorithms

Given a graph /1032547698;: , a length function on its edges, and a set <>=?4 of terminals,
a Steiner tree is a connected subgraph of / spanning all vertices in < . We denote a
Steiner minimum tree by Z\[^] and its length by _a`cb . A Steiner tree usually contains
not only vertices from < but also from 4dX*< . These vertices are called Steiner vertices.
Every Steiner tree can be split into so called full components. A full component is a
Steiner tree for a subset of < in which every terminal is a leaf. The length of a full
component is the sum of its edge lengths. Therefore, a Steiner tree is a collection of full
components which is connected and covers < .
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Fig. 1. A general framework for greedy algorithms.

Most of the known approximation algorithms for the Steiner tree problem in graphs
fit into the general framework shown in Figure 1. Let

fgh
be a set of full components.

The algorithm chooses the 2 j E1C�: -st full component t u�v G w fgh such that a certain
function z u�� fyh���� v is minimized. The algorithm stops when no further improve-
ment is possible. The precise meaning of this condition depends on the function z�u .
Finally a Steiner tree is output that uses the full components that have been selected in
the � npo�q�r -loop.

3 Relative Greedy Algorithm

In this section we consider Zelikovsky’s relative greedy algorithm [13], which achieves
a performance ratio of less than C�Q ����� . This algorithms fits into the general greedy
framework for Steiner tree approximation algorithms as follows. Let /{0{2�4�6a8;: be
a graph with a weight function on the edges and <�=�4 be the set of terminals. Fix
some constant � w�� and define

fyh
to be the set of all full components with at most� terminals. The weight of a full component � w fgh is simply its length and will be

denoted by � �^� . Note that
fyh

can be computed in polynomial time.
From / one can easily derive the so called terminal distance graph /�� which is a

complete graph on the set < where the weight of an edge is the length of a shortest path
in / connecting the two endpoints of this edge. If t G 6�Q�Q�Q�t u are some full components
in
fyh

then [BZ*] 2�<¢¡�t G Q�Q�Q�t u : denotes a minimum spanning tree in the graph that is
obtained from /£� by contracting each of the full components t G 6�Q�Q�Q*6at u . Its length is
denoted by ` _�b�2'<£¡�t G Q�Q�Qat�u�: .

Now the function z u on a full component � w fyh is defined as follows:

z u 2'�¤: � 0 � �^�
` _�b�2'<£¡�t G Q�Q�Q¥t u :l¦§` _�b�2�<¢¡�t G Q�Q�Qat u �¤: Q

The � n�o�q�r -loop of the algorithm will be executed, as long as there exists some full
component � w fyh with z�ua2'�¤: ¨DC . Zelikovsky proved that on termination of the
relative greedy algorithm the following inequality holds:

� t G ��E|Q�Q�Q�E©� t uL�U��� �£¨ª2�CyE JLK WNE¬«�:��_�`®b&Q
If « is chosen small enough this value is smaller than C�Q ����� .
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Fig. 2. Part of the instance °p± .

Theorem 1. The performance ratio of the relative greedy algorithm is at least �"¡ M .
Proof. We will construct a family of instances ²�u for the Steiner tree problem and prove
that the ratio between the length of a Steiner minimum tree and the length of a Steiner
tree that is found by the relative greedy algorithm tends to �"¡ M as

j �´³
.

The instance ²lu has 2�W u ¦cC�:�25W u ¦µC�:�EPC terminals which are arranged in a 2�W u ¦^C�:\¶2�W u ¦^C�: -grid with one extra terminal · . We assume that · belongs to every row and
every column of the 2�W u ¦¸C�:�¶¤2�W u ¦^C�: -grid, i.e., we can think of · as the last row and
last column of a W u ¶¹W u -grid. For each row, we have a binary tree, called the row tree,
which has depth

j
and the W u terminals of a row as its leaves. For each column we have a

star, called the column star, which has the W u terminals of a column as its endpoints. No
two row trees or column stars have a vertex in common, except for terminals. Thus, in
total the instance ² u has 25W u ¦BC�:�25W u ¦BC�:\E¬2�W u ¦BC�:�0ºW u 2�W u ¦BC�: non-terminal vertices.
Finally, we connect any two consecutive terminals in a row by an edge. In Figure 2 one
row tree and one column star and the edges between any two consecutive terminals in
one row of the instance ²¼» are shown.

We now have to specify the weights for the edges of the instance ²�u . For all row
trees all edges within one level have the same weight. The edges of the first and second
level of the binary tree, i.e., the six edges incident to the root of the binary tree and its
two children, have weight C�¡�� . The W u edges of the

j
-th level of the binary tree, i.e., the

edges incident to the terminals have weight C . All other edges in the binary tree have
weight C�¡�W . The total weight of all row trees is therefore

25W u ¦½C�:�2�W u �CyEº2�W u ¦§¾�:¼ CW E¸��
C
� :70>2�W u ¦^C�:�2 M �W u'¿ G ¦

R
W :pQ

Next we specify the weights for the edges of the column stars. All edges within
one column star have the same weight, which depends on the column. The columns are
numbered from left to right by C�6�W\6�Q�Q�Qp6�W u ¦^C . We number a column star with a value
that is obtained from the binary representation of the column number read from right to
left. E.g., for

j 0 M the binary representation of the coulmn numbers is T�TÀC , TÀC�T , TÀC�C ,C�T�T , C�TÀC , C�C�T , C�C�C and these numbers read from right to left give C�T�T , TÀC�T , C�C�T , T�TÀC ,C�TÀC , TÀC�C , C�C�C . Thus the column stars are numbered �U69WÀ6a�U6�C�6�R\6 M 6�Á from left to right.
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Â
lower bound edge weights (levelwise) lower bound edge weights (levelwise)Ã Ä¥Å±ÇÆ ,È +�, É Ã V�Ê +�ËÍÌÄ ËÎÌÄ +�, É�Ê�Ï�- +�Ë�ÌÄ ËÍÌÄÐ ÑÇÑÇÒÌ Å Ñ ,È +�, Ã .�Ê�+ +�ËÍÌÑ ËÎÌÄ ËÍÌÄ +�, Ã +�-�+ +�Ë�ÌÑ ËÍÌÄ ËxÌÄ

- ÓÇÔ ÒÅ Ñ Æ ,È +�, Ã É�-�- +�Ë ÌÑ Ë ÌÑ Ë ÌÄ Ë ÌÄ +�, Ã É�Ï�. +�Ë ÌÑ Ë ±Æ Ë ÌÄ Ë ÌÄ
V ± Ó Æ ÌÑ ÓÇÓ Ñ ,È +�, Ã�Ã .�- +�ËÍÌÑ ËÎÌÑ ËÍÌÑ ËÍÌÄ ËxÌÄ

Table 2. Small lower bound instances for the relative greedy algorithm.

All edges in the column stars with numbers C to W uÕ¿ G EBW have the same weight. We
define it as 2�W¼¦µW G ¿u :�2¥C*¦ M �W ¿u'¿ G : . The edges in all other column stars get the weightWÍ¦dW G ¿pu . As each column star has W u edges, the total weight of all column stars is

W u ¥2�W&¦ÖW G ¿pu :�×92�W uÕ¿ G E^W�:�2�CY¦ M �W ¿u'¿ G :ØEº2�W u'¿ G ¦ M :�ÙÚ0´WØ¥25W u ¦cC�:�¥25W u ¦ Á� ¦
M
W u :pQ

Finally we have to specify the edges connecting two consecutive terminals in a row.
They are all defined as 2�WÍ¦ M �W ¿u :�2�WÍ¦¬W G ¿u : .

Note that the set of all row trees is a solution to the Steiner tree problem (in fact,
it is easily seen that it is the optimum solution for the instances ²�u ). We claim that the
relative greedy algorithm started with �Û0ÜW u will return the set of all column stars as
solution. Therefore the performance ratio of the relative greedy algorithm is at least

WÍ�25W u ¦½C�:l�2�W u ¦ÞÝß ¦ »I9à :
2�W u ¦½C�:�2 M �W u'¿ G ¦ÞáI :pQ

This expression tends to �"¡ M as
j

goes to infinity, which proves the statement of the
theorem.

To prove that the relative greedy algorithm indeed returns the set of column stars as
solution we assume that it selects as the â -th full components the column star numbered
with â , i.e., we assume that the ties between the weights of the column stars are broken
exactly in this way. By adding a weight of â¹"« to the â -th column star one could
break all the ties, but this would make the calculations more complicated. It is now
a straightforward but quite tedious calculation to show that the cost function of the
relative greedy algorithm is minimized in the â -th step by the column star numberd
with â . Details of this calculation are omitted in this version of the paper due to space
restrictions. ãä

In column two of Table 2 the lower bounds that are obtained by the construction
described in the proof of Theorem 1 are given. The third column contains the weights
of the edges of the row trees. The construction given in the proof is not optimal as is
indicated by columns four and five of this table. The lower bounds can be improved
slightly by choosing better weights for the edges of the column stars and row trees. For
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Fig. 3. A +�, É lower bound instance for the loss contracting algorithm. All edges of the row trees
have weight - . The edges incident to ¯ and å have weights Ï and V , respectively.

j 0 M 6a�U69R we computed such optimal weights and obtained the lower bounds given in
column four of Table 2. We were not able to calculate a general formula for the lower
bound of these instances, but it seems to be the case that the lower bounds also converge
to �"¡ M .

4 Loss Contracting Algorithm

Currently the best approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree problem in graphs the
loss contracting algorithm of Robins and Zelikovsky [7] which has a performance ratio
of at most CUE¬æ ç »I O C�QSR�R�T . The loss contracting algorithm is very similar to the relative
greedy algorithm, but instead of contracting a selected full component t entirely, it
contracts only a subset è¼é�_9_\2Õtx: of its edges in order to achieve the same effect at a
lower price. The loss of a full component t is a minimum length forest contained in t
such that every Steiner vertex of t is connected to a terminal. Its length is denoted byê é�_a_\2'tx: . The contracted parts are connected by a minimum spanning tree using edges
from the terminal distance graph. We denote its length by ëd2¥S: � 0ì` _�b�2�<¢¡�èlé�_a_"2¥S:�: .
Clearly, the length of the Steiner tree corresponding to the full components t G 6�Q�Q�Q�6at u
is
ê é�_a_\2't G 6�Q�Q�Q�6�t u :ØE�ëd2Õt G 6�Q�Q�Q�6�t u : .

The loss contracting algorithm fits into the framework of Figure 1. In each step, the
loss contracting algorithm chooses a full component that minimizes the function

z u 2ÕtÍ: � 0
ê é�_a_\2'tx:

ëd2Õt G Q�Q�Q¥t�u5:l¦§ëd2Õt G Q�Q�Q�t�uÕtÍ: Q

It stops when there are no more improving full components, i. e., íïî K�ðØñ�ò�ó z u 2'tx:gôºC .
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Fig. 4. A quasi-bipartite +�,û+�Ï�- lower bound instance for the loss contracting algorithm.

Theorem 2. The performance ratio of the loss contracting algorithm is at least C�QSW .
Proof. We use a construction similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1. Unfor-
tunately, this construction breaks down for grids of size larger than �®¶¹� . We explain
the best weight assignment for a �ï¶®� -grid as shown in Figure 3. The edges of the row
trees have weight R . The edges incident to · and ü have weights � and � , respectively.
We denote the full components containing · and ü by tlý and tpþ . The optimal Steiner
tree uses the row trees and has length Á�R .

Notice that the edges in [BZØ] 2'<¢: connecting the vertices of the upper row of ter-
minals have lengths C�T , C�R , and C�T from left to right. For each row tree, the

ê é�_9_ isC�T and z�ÿ is C�T�� × M  M R®¦Ü25W  M RµE�C�R�: Ù 0�TÀQSR . One can easily check that sub-
trees of the row trees are worse. Since z ÿ 2Õt*ý!:d0ª� � × M Ø2 M R®¦Ú2�W�TïE3��:a:�Ù|0ªTÀQSR
and z�ÿ�2't þ :�0���� × M U2 M R;¦Þ2�W�R�E ��: Ù 0 TÀQSR , the algorithm is allowed to choose t ý .
(Choosing t ý could be forced by perturbing the edge weights.) In the second step, the
value of z G for each (complete) row tree is C�T�� × M �W��Î¦�2�WÎ!W��yE½C�R�: Ù 03C�T"¡"C��;A?TÀQûÁ ,
and z G 2Õtpþ¥:70º� � × M �25W��y¦B2¥C�T¼E¹�¼E ��:�:aÙN0 TUQ R . Therefore tpþ is chosen. Now the value
of z I for each row tree is C�T�� × M �W�RF¦�2�WÎ�W�RyE^C�R�: Ù 0 C , and the algorithm stops with
a solution of length

ê é�_a_U2Õt ý 6�t þ :&E¸ëd2Õt ý 6�t þ :Y0ì2'�xE^��:&E M "2¥C�TxE^�xE½��:F0 ��T . We
get a lower bound of ��T"¡�Á�RÍ01C�Q W . ãä

Robins and Zelikovsky [7] also showed that the performance ratio of the loss con-
tracting algorithm is at most C�QSW�Á�� if the graph is quasi-bipartite. A quasi-bipartite lower
bound instance for the loss contracting algorithm is shown in Figure 4. It is only slightly
weaker than the one shown in Figure 3 and comes fairly close to the performance ratio
proved in [7].

Theorem 3. The performance ratio of the loss contracting algorithm in quasi-bipartite
graphs is at least 2�RÍ¦�� WU:a¡ M AÞC�QLC���R .
Proof. The quasi-bipartite lower bound instance is shown in Figure 4. It is based on the
observation that one full component chosen by the algorithm can ‘destroy the benefit’
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of two full components of the optimal solution. The Steiner minimum tree consists of
the full components t�� and t	� and has length � . [¤Z*] 2'<¢: uses four diagonal edges
and has length ¾ .

At the beginning, we have z ÿ 2't	
�:N0 × W�¦ � W Ù � × ¾£¦ 2�W¢�WxE½W£ � W�: Ù 01TUQ R and
z�ÿ�2't���:F0 × W�¦� W Ù � × ¾¢¦|25W��WÎE½W��2 M ¦� W�:a: Ù 0ÚC�¡�� WµA TÀQSR , whereas z�ÿ�2Õt � :y0
z ÿ 2't���:701C � ×5¾¦�2�W  W\E£W  C�:�ÙN0|TUQ R . Therefore we may assume that the loss contracting
algorithm decides for t�
 . [BZ*] 2�<£¡�èlé�_a_"2't�
":�: has the same form as [BZ*]µ2'<¢: , but the
two edges to the right have shrunk from W to � W . Therefore ëd2Õt�
�:70 �xE¸W � W .

In the next step, we have z G 2't � :x0 ×~W¢¦ � W�Ù � ×a2'��E|W � W�:7¦ 25W£\2 M ¦ � W�:¼E|W¢� W�: Ù 03C�¡ � W and z G 2't � :�0ºz G 2't � :703C�� × 2Õ�ÎE¬W � W�:&¦¸2¥C7E½C7E�WFE � W�: Ù 0 C�¡ � W .
We may assume that the loss contracting algorithm chooses t�� . The edges on the left
hand side of [BZ*]ï2�<£¡�èlé�_a_\2't 
 6�t	��:�: have shrunk from W to M ¦�� W . Now we haveë§2't 
 6�t	��:70©WÍ�2 M ¦ � W�:ØE^WÍ � W¢0 � .

As z I 2Õt � :|0 z I 2't � :|0 C�� × �Û¦ 2¥C EHCÖE�2 M ¦ � W�:xE � W�: Ù 0 C , no fur-
ther improvement is possible and the algorithm will stop at this point without usingt � and t � . The length of the Steiner tree found by the loss contracting algorithm is� t 
 ��E©� t	�\��0 C�T�¦dW � W . The lower bound follows. ãä

5 Iterated 1-Steiner Heuristic

The iterated 1-Steiner heuristic is a simple greedy local search heuristic. Recall that the
Steiner minimum tree for a set of required vertices < can be reconstructed from its set
of Steiner vertices � as Z\[¸] 2�<¢:£0�[BZØ] 2'<����": . Starting from a spanning tree for
the terminal set, i. e. �B0�� , the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic adds in each step a single
Steiner vertex to � if this will reduce the size of the MST. The algorithm stops if no
such improvement is possible. A vertex · is accepted if

z�u�2�·�: � 0|` _�b�2'<�� e · G 6�Q�Q�Q�6�·�ua69·�i�:l¦¤` _�b�2�<�� e · G 6�Q�Q�Q�69·�u¥i�: O TYQ
Since iterated 1-Steiner starts from a spanning tree in the terminal distance graph

and ` _�b�2�<�:¢¨ W£�_a`cb�2'<¢: , it is clear that its solution is never more than a factor of W
away from the optimum. No better performance ratio has been proven. Minoux [11]
showed how to accelerate iterated 1-Steiner in quasi-bipartite graphs, but did not im-
prove the performance ratio.

Rajagopalan and Vazirani gave a M ¡�WFE�« approximation algorithm for the Steiner
tree problem in quasi-bipartite graphs which is based on the primal-dual method. They
pointed out that approximation algorithms for the Steiner tree problem in quasi-bipartite
graphs are a significant step towards better approximation algorithms for general in-
stances. By now, the best approximation ratio known for the quasi-bipartite case isC�QSW�Á�� and belongs to the loss contracting algorithm of Robins and Zelikovsky [7]. In
the same paper, they also showed that already the simple iterated 1-Steiner heuristic
achieves an approximation ratio of M ¡�W in quasi-bipartite graphs. Here we give a family
of instances for which this ratio is asymptotically attained. This shows that the analysis
of iterated 1-Steiner in quasi-bipartite graphs in [7] is tight. Interestingly, their result
does not rely on a greedy (locally optimal) choice of the next Steiner vertex which is
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Fig. 5. A simple lower bound instance for iterated 1-Steiner.
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Fig. 6. A lower bound instance for iterated 1-Steiner with vertex removal.

included into the set of Steiner vertices � . It is not necessary to find a vertex · that
minimizes z u 2�·�: ; non-positivity suffices.

A slight improvement of the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic is to remove Steiner vertices
which have degree one or two in [BZ*]µ2'<����": . (These may result from changes in the
topology during the course of the algorithm.) Steiner vertices of degree one can only
add to the length of the minimum spanning tree without connecting a terminal, and
Steiner vertices of degree two can be removed safely because a shortcut is present in
the terminal distance graph due to the triangle inequality.

Theorem 4. The performance ratio of the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic in quasi-bipartite
graphs is M ¡�W (even if Steiner vertices of degree C or W are removed).

Proof. A bad instance for the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic without vertex removal is
shown in Figure 5. All edges have unit weight. Assume that the algorithm has already
chosen the � Steiner vertices of degree M in the row (each of them reduced the value
of `ï_�b�2'<����": by one when it was added to � ). Then the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic
will stop at this point without including · , because this would increase the length of the
minimum spanning tree from M � to W���E CNE � . The Steiner minimum tree, however,
consists of the star around · . We get a lower bound of »! I  �v G , which converges to »I as� � ³

.
The instance from Figure 5 does not work for the iterated 1-Steiner heuristic with

vertex removal, since it will remove all the Steiner vertices from � and keep only ·
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for the final solution. Consider Figure 6 instead. Again we assume that the set � con-
sists of the Steiner vertices of degree M . We have split the vertex · from Figure 5 into
four vertices " , # , @ , and $ , each of degree %  I . Another vertex & of degree four is
connected to one terminal from each of these stars around " , # , @ , and $ . The con-
nection points are spread out in such a way that for each ' w e " 6!#�6a@�6($ 6(&�i , no ver-
tex in � is adjacent to more than one terminal from the star around ' . This implies
that no vertex of � can have degree one in [BZØ]ï2'<)���*� e '&i�: and consequently,`ï_�b�2'<+�,�-� e 'Øi�:l0 ` _�b�2�<��.��:&E|C . Therefore iterated 1-Steiner with vertex removal
will stop at this point. The resulting lower bound is »! I  �v á

� »I . ãä

6 Greedy-MSS

Recently, a new approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree problem in quasi-bipartite
graphs was presented in [5]. The analysis of this algorithm uses a matroid-style ex-
change argument, and uses ideas from the analysis of the greedy algorithm for set
cover. (In fact, it can even be extended to the minimum spanning set problem in poly-
matroids [3].)

The resulting algorithm Greedy-MSS [5] achieves a performance ratio of C�Q WÀC�Á for
the Steiner tree problem in quasi-bipartite graphs where all edges incident to a Steiner
vertex have the same weight. Such instances are called uniformly quasi-bipartite. Pre-
viously the best perfomance ratio for this class of instances was C�QSW�Á�� and due to the
loss contracting algorithm of [7]. (See also Section 4.)

In quasi-bipartite instances of the Steiner tree problem in graphs, every full com-
ponent contains a unique Steiner vertex. Algorithm Greedy-MSS tries to minimize the
length-per-connection ratio greedily, i. e., we have

z�u�2ÕtÍ: � 0 � tÖ�
@ u 2'tx:

in the general greedy framework (Fig. 1). Here � t�� denotes the length of the full compo-
nent t and @ u 2Õtx: is defined as the difference between the number of components before
and after t is added to the subhypergraph 2'<Ö6 e t G 6�Q�Q�Q�6at u i�: . The algorithm stops when2'<Ö6 e t G 6�Q�Q�Q�6at0/"i�: is a spanning subhypergraph. While the number of full components
around a particular Steiner vertex which might be added in step

j
can in general be

exponential, it is easy to see that Greedy-MSS will always choose one that yields as
many new connections as possible among them, and due to the uniformity condition all
of these full components have the same weight. Therefore, the algorithm only has to
evaluate one full component for each Steiner vertex in each phase. Greedy-MSS can be
implemented to run in 1ï232Ö442;<¢: time.

Theorem 5. The performance ratio of algorithm Greedy-MSS is Á M ¡���T�01C�Q WÀC � .
Proof. The upper bound on the performance ratio was proved in [5]. Here we give an
instance for which the performance ratio Á M ¡���T of Greedy-MSS is attained.

The worst case instance is shown in Figure 7. All edges have length C . The terminalse�5 u76 8 �&C?¨ j ¨ � 6�C½¨�â1¨ C�WFi are arranged in form of a grid. (For notational
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Fig. 7. A worst-case instance for Greedy-MSS.

convenience we will number the rows from bottom to top.) We also have a terminal
5 ÿ

which is shown in the top left corner. The set of potential Steiner vertices is �9�;: . The
set � consists of the vertices

e=< G 6�Q�Q�Q�6 < G I i , where
< 8 is connected to

5 G 6 8 6�Q�Q�Q�6 5 ß 6 8
and

5 ÿ . A Steiner tree using the Steiner vertex set � has total length RY�C�W¢0|��T , which
is in fact optimal. The set : consists of vertices > u?6 8 which are connected to

5 ÿ and a
subset of terminals in a row, as indicated by the dashed rectangles. Formally, we have:Ü0 e > u?6 8 �\C;¨ j ¨|�U6FC�¨¸âP¨1C�W�¡ j i , and > u?6 8 is connected to

5 u?6 u7@A8�¿ GCB v G 6�Q�Q�Q�6 5 u?6 uD8
and

5 ÿ . Next we show that Greedy-MSS may end up with a Steiner tree using the Steiner
vertex set : . Since the total length of this Steiner tree is M �R�E �FÇ��E¹�g M E§C�W��WY0ºÁ M ,
the theorem follows.

Note that in the unweighted quasi-bipartite case, z u 2Õtx:®0 � t�� ¡À2a� t��\¦1C�: for ev-
ery full component t that does not create a cycle. Therefore Greedy-MSS will always
choose a full component that connects as many connected components as possible. As-
sume that the Steiner vertices > ß 6 G 6�Q�Q�Q�6C> ß 6 » have already been chosen. Then the full
components around the Steiner vertices in � have been ‘nibbled off’ such that the size
of any largest full component that does not create a cycle has dropped down to � . There-
fore Greedy-MSS might continue choosing the Steiner vertices >"»E6 G 6�Q�Q�Q�6C>�»F6 ß . Going
forth in this way, we arrive at : and stop since the graph is connected. ãä

A smaller worst case instance for Greedy-MSS was given in[5]. It was inspired by
our proof of the performance ratio of Greedy-MSS, but requires edge weights.
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